
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

VESTAPLUS™ MLS Software Solutions Announces 
Strategic Partnership with Central Wisconsin MLS to 
License Checkmate Listing Violation Detection™ 
Software 
Los Angeles, CA – VESTAPLUS LLC, a pioneering boutique organization known for its 
intuitive, powerful, and agent-driven MLS solutions, is thrilled to announce its new 
partnership with Central Wisconsin MLS Corporation (CWMLS). This partnership marks 
a significant milestone in the real estate technology sector, as VESTAPLUS LLC 
licenses its innovative Checkmate Listing Violation Detection™ software, with 
customization tailored to meet the unique needs of CWMLS. 

CWMLS, a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Wisconsin Board of REALTORS®, 
consists of over 150 Firms and over 700 REALTORS® Members. By joining forces with 
VESTAPLUS™, CWMLS will transform the way they detect listing violations, ultimately 
saving time and money. 

Checkmate will be tailored to meet the specific needs and requirements of Central 
Wisconsin MLS, providing a personalized solution that aligns with the organization's 
goals. With its state-of-the-art technology, Checkmate automates the listing violation 
detection process, reducing the need for manual oversight and minimizing errors in the 
data.  

According to CWBR Board President Brian Slinkman of Next Home Partners, “This is a 
great time for CWBR! We couldn’t be more excited to see our MLS evolving in an ever-
changing market.”  

CWMLS President Max Rea of RE/Max Excel said “As the CWMLS President, it’s great 
to see our MLS ushering in services to enhance our compliance and ensure that we 
deliver on strong data integrity.” 

"We are thrilled to partner with Central Wisconsin MLS,” said Annie Ives, CEO at 
VESTAPLUS LLC." This collaboration reflects our dedication to supporting the real 
estate industry with effective technology solutions that enhance the experience for both 
MLS staff and real estate professionals. We look forward to a successful partnership.” 

About VESTAPLUS™ MLS Software Solutions 
VESTAPLUS LLC is a leading provider of MLS software solutions, recognized for its 
commitment to innovation, advanced functionality, and exceptional user experience. A 
wholly owned and operated subsidiary of The MLS™/CLAW, VESTAPLUS LLC offers a 



comprehensive suite of solutions. For more information, please visit vestaplus.net, call 
424-249-6265, or email sales@vestaplus.net. 

About Central Wisconsin MLS Corporation 
Central Wisconsin MLS, a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Wisconsin Board of 
REALTORS®, consists of over 150 Firms and over 700 REALTORS® Members. Its 
primary jurisdiction is Marathon, Portage, Wood, Clark, Taylor counties and the northern 
areas of Juneau and Adams counties. Committed to providing valuable resources and 
support to its members, Central Wisconsin MLS strives to enhance the real estate 
experience through innovation and collaboration.  


